Effect of Sintering Parameters on Physical Properties of SS 316L Alloy Compact
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ABSTRACT

Recently, metal injection moulding (MIM) has been identified as an economical fabrication technique for metal components. MIM, adapted from plastic injection moulding, has four major processing stages, which are: mixing of powder and binder system to produce feedstock, injection moulding, debinding and sintering. In this paper, the physical properties of SS 316L alloy sintered compact sintered at three different sintering parameters were discussed. Thermal properties of the feedstock were characterized by Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA) analysis. The debound compacts were sintered at 1100, 1200, and 1300 °C for 3 hours in the high pure argon atmosphere. The heating rate has been set at 10°C/min. The relative density, dimensional shrinkage and microstructure of the sintered compact were investigated. The relative density and dimensional shrinkage increased with the sintering parameters due to high densification of the sintered compact. Some pore sizes seemed to decrease with the increase in sintering temperature. Different sintering temperature shows a significant effect on the physical properties of the sintered compact.
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Introduction

Metal injection moulding (MIM) method is a relatively recent technology to create net shape parts in the powder metallurgy industry. There is nearly unlimited choice of material for this powder metallurgy technique and it integrates the design versatility of plastic injection moulding process [1, 2]. Furthermore, this processing method has received great attention in numerous applications such as biomedical, electrical tools and automotive industries [3]-[6]. Stainless steel 316L is the favourable material used in metal injection moulding process due to its good properties, either prepared in water or gas atomised. Its reputation stems from its abilities to sinter to high densities and achieve excellent corrosion resistance. This metal is also broadly used in MIM research field and industrial utilizations [7, 8].

In MIM technique, there are four consecutive steps which are mixing of binder and powder, injection moulding, extraction of binder, and sintering process that produce strong inter-particle bonds between powder particles [9, 10]. To achieve the quality for standard MIM parts, they should demonstrate excellent dimensional control and high density. Generally, the linear shrinkage of several MIM parts are varied between 10 to 20% [11]. In order to obtain the final parts with the requisite dimensional accuracy and physical properties, it is thus necessary to study the factors that affect the properties of the MIM parts. In all of the MIM processing stage, sintering is the most critical phase that influence the densification of the compact as well as physical and mechanical properties. Earlier research have found that the crucial parameters of the sintering process are heating rate, atmosphere, sintering temperature and soaking time. These parameters influence the microstructure, pore size and shape, and the densification of the sintered compact [12, 13].

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effects of sintering parameters on the physical properties of MIM SS 316L alloy. The moulded test compacts are debound and sintered in a high pure argon atmosphere at three different sintering temperature. The sintered test compacts were characterised with regard to densification, dimensional shrinkage measurements, and microstructure. The compact that is sintered at higher sintering temperature is expected to give better densification, higher dimensional shrinkage and less number of porosity compared to others sintering temperature.

Experimental Set Up

Material and Injection Moulding

The 316L stainless steel alloy powder used in this work was supplied by Osprey Co, UK with the average size of 22 μm were premixed in a 62/38 volume ratio which is based on a previous study. The chemical composition of
the powder is shown in Table 1. The binder system consists of 69% paraffin wax (PW), 20% polypropylene (PP), 10% carnauba wax (CW) and 1% stearic acid (SA) was used to prepare the feedstock. The twin blade type mixer was used to mixed the feedstock at a rotational speed of 70 rpm and mixing temperature of 150 °C for 90 min. A powder loading of 62 vol.% was used which is based on the optimum powder loading determined by a previous work. The thermal properties of the feedstock were analysed using thermogravimetric analysis.

### Table 1: Chemical composition of SS 316L alloy powder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Wt.%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Injection moulding of the feedstock was carried out on a Nissei NS20-2A injection moulding machine to produce tensile shape compact with dimension as shown in Figure 1. The feedstock was injected at 150 °C under the pressure of 117 MPa and holding pressure of 58.5 MPa.

![Figure 1: Dimension of tensile compact](image)

**Debinding and Sintering**

The green compact were then subjected to solvent debinding at 60 °C by keeping it in solvent bath of vaporised heptane for 2 h. For the thermal debinding stage, the debound compact was heated up to 500°C for 1 hour with heating rates of 5 °C/min in a high purity argon atmosphere. Moreover, the melt wicking debinding was applied by using fine Al₂O₃ powders at this stage [14]. Next to the debinding stage, the sintering was performed at three different
temperatures from 1100 to 1300°C for 3 hours in a high purity argon atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The flow rate of argon was retained at 1.0 L/min.

**Characterisation of the Sintered Compacts**
The sintered compacts were section into few pieces by using abrasive cutter blade. Water immersion technique was used to determine the relative density of each pieces of sintered compacts. The dimensional shrinkage was measured using Vernier calliper and the microstructure of the sintered compact was investigated using optical microscope (OM).

**Result and Discussion**

**Thermal Curve for Feedstock**
Thermal properties of the feedstock from the TGA test are shown in Figure 2. For this feedstock the remaining residue was 93.5 wt.%, which is equivalent to the remaining quantity of metal powder in the feedstock. The difference in the total decomposition of binder components from the calculated one is due to the few binder being left inside the mixer, which decreased its amount. During mixing and injection process, the temperature used should be lower than the decomposition temperature of the binder components to prevent binder loss. As seen in Figure 2, the decomposition temperature for the binder was started at 180°C and it can be concluded that the decomposition of binders has not occurred in the mixing and injection process as the temperature was set at 150°C for both processes. The three degradation slopes were observed at 180°C, 370 °C, and 430 °C which are related to all binder components in the feedstock. The first slope indicates the degradation process for paraffin wax and stearic acid, while the second and third slope indicates the degradation process for carnauba wax and polypropylene.

![Figure 2: TGA curve of SS 316L alloy feedstock](image-url)
**Effect of Sintering Parameter on Sintered Density**

Figure 3 demonstrated the densification results of SS 316L alloy sintered compacts. The relative density varied between 85.5% and 88.2%. The relative density was increased by increasing the sintering temperature. From the result, 1100°C 3h recorded the lowest relative density compared to the relative density attained using others parameter. This was considered due to the presence of large number of pores observed clearly from the optical micrograph shown in Figure 6. Previous research has found that the sintered density for micro-powder SS 316L alloy compact increases rapidly in a temperature varied between 1100 to 1200 °C with an increase in density from 77 to 85% [8].

![Figure 3: Relative density for SS 316L alloy sintered compact](image)

**Effect of Sintering Parameter on Dimensional Shrinkage**

The compacts experienced binder removal throughout thermal debinding and finally particle bonding in sintering, which affect the dimensional difference in the compact. Typically, the changes in dimension of a compact is known by the linear shrinkage ($\Delta L/L_o$), where $\Delta L$ is the dimensional change between the green compact and the sintered compact, and $L_o$ is the dimension of the green compact. The dimensional shrinkage of the green and sintered compacts were measured from the changes in their dimensions as shown in Figure 4. The linear shrinkage of many MIM compacts are varied between 10 to 20% [15]. However, the shrinkage recorded in this work are in the range of 8.0 to 9.9%. A linear shrinkage of 10 to 20% can be achieved if the applied sintering temperature is more than 1300 °C. Previous work by [16] have found that the linear shrinkage of sintered compact will increase from 12 to 15% when the sintering temperature is increased from 1300 to 1360 °C. As seen in Figure 5, the shrinkage result rises with the increase in sintering temperature. During the sintering process, the particles start to diffuse and formed neck growth. As the sintering temperature increases, it develops the contact length among the particles through grain boundary diffusion, volume diffusion and plastic diffusion which also increase the linear shrinkage of the sintered compacts [7].
Effect of Sintering Parameter on Microstructure Observation
The microstructure of the compact sintered at different sintering temperature is further examined as in Figure 6. The microstructures represent an advancement from irregular to spherical pores followed by a tendency for pores to be segregated in their distribution by increasing the sintering temperature. It is obviously shown that the porosity decreases with increasing sintering temperature. A compact that was sintered at 1300 °C for 3 h demonstrates less pore size compared to other parameters. The presence of pores leads to the lowering of the compact’s relative density which is due to low densification. This result can provide a strong evidence on why the relative density of compact sintered at 1300 °C for 3 h was greater than the other parameters.
Conclusion

This work analysed the physical properties and microstructure properties of SS316L alloy compact fabricated by metal injection moulding processes. The key findings include:

1. Based on TGA analysis, the degradation temperature of the binder started at 180°C and it can be concluded that the binders will not decompose during mixing and injection moulding process as the temperature for both process was set at 150°C.

2. The relative density and dimensional shrinkage increased with an increase in the sintering temperature due to high densification of the sintered compact.

3. For microstructure observation, porosity decreases with increasing sintering temperature.
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